Software Engineering data is being analyzed by classical statistical methods and non parametric methods. Performance models are constructed using classical approach as a high maturity practice. Such practices are constrained by data quality and inadequacy of data analysis methods to treat data from real life projects. Data mining techniques can broaden the data analysis capability and improve prediction accuracy even with commonly presented data. Artificial neural networks are found as an improved prediction error estimation method against traditional parametric software reliability growth models. In this paper, we study prediction errors of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) based Software Reliability Growth Models (ANN SRGM) with the objective of arriving at a criteria for selecting the methods having least prediction errors. All major works in ANN SRGM's are considered and reported errors are analyzed. Accuracy of ANN SRGM's are compared against that of parametric models. Then, inter-comparison of error performances of ANN SRGM's of different applications is made.
Introduction
Various attempts are being made to apply Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to substitute traditional parametric Software Reliability Growth Models (SRGM). A new breed of ANN based SRGM's have been introduced by researchers in this field. While parametric models give clues to process composition and behavior, the nonparametric ANN SRGM's offer greater accuracy and flexibility [1] .
Typical software reliability data consists of cumulative defects discovered during testing. The pattern may vary depending on how early defects are discovered, how promptly defects are reported, and how well testing process is planned. Because of these reasons data patterns vary from organization to organization, from project to project. Reliability growth is concerned with the pattern by which defect discovery progresses towards the ideal plateau region of defect free state. This is a time series problem and to study reliability growth models, one does not consider software structure or software development process composition. It is a black box view on defect discovery pattern. Parametric models use mathematical equations that may use test engineering parameters like test efficiency, test effort, software size, review speed etc; such models, when constructed, provide insight into what is happening during testing. ANN SRGM's do not aim at obtaining such an insight; in fact they are incapable of seeing the hidden factors of structural aspects. The purpose of ANN SRGM is to learn from data patterns and predict pending defects.
The inability of ANN SRGM to provide insight into problem structure is richly compensated by the greater prediction accuracy, which emerges as the most important criteria by which we can judge the performance of ANN SRGM's. In this paper, we consider the pioneering work done by several researchers and study the results reported by them, providing an inter-comparison of errors.
Comparison of Performance of Parametric Models with ANN SRGM
The key question that concerns users of Artificial Neural Network Software Reliability Growth Models (ANN SRGM) is whether the proposed ANN SRGM will provide better accuracy than existing parametric models such as Goel-Okumoto Model, Delayed S Model, Logarithmic Model, Exponential Model, Power Model, and Inverse Polynomial Model. Every researcher who has proposed ANN SRGM has answered this question in favor of ANN SRGM. [2] Comments and conclusions such as "ANN provides better results" are common. Such conclusions are not objective enough.
Hypothesis Test 1. The first objective error data comparing ANN with parametric models has come from Karunanidhi [3] and is summarized in Table 1 . The error metric data Average Error (AE) % has been selected and used to construct Table 1 .
Five parametric models and six ANN SRGM's are considered in Table 1 . Error data is provided for each model against three data sets. On this data, a hypothesis test has been done by the authors to see if ANN SRGMs fare better than parametric models. A group is formed with error data for six ANN SRGMs and three data sets with a total of eighteen data points. Another group is formed with error data for the five parametric models and three data sets, with a total of fifteen data points. A t-Test has been done on the two groups of data and the results are shown in Table 2 .
The mean values of average errors are 10.91 and 16.8 for ANN and parametric models, clearly showing an improvement of 5.90 in the mean. This is good enough in normal situations to go in for ANN; however, in the light of skepticism and criticism that prevail upon ANN a more stringent judgment is called for. The t -Test p value provides this information and is only 0.061. Had the p value been less than 0.5 we could have acknowledged, by a popular rule, significant improvement. With a borderline value of 0.061, ANN experiments have not yet delivered convincing results with statistical significance.
In addition to the t Test, a visual comparison of the two error data groups has been done using Turkey's box plot as shown in Fig. 1 . The most common form of the box plot is constructed with median value at the center line and, quartiles in the box edges and whiskers that stretch from the box to connect with the extreme values. The box plot offers a more robust comparison, compared to a t-Test, and is not dependent on data normality.
Hypothesis Test 2.
Karunanidhi's data is typical of ANN performance. Many other researchers support the view that ANN is better than parametric models. There have been many results reported in clear support of ANN. Sultan's data [4] is an example of results that are not so convincing. Sultan uses Summed Square Error (SSE), as the error metric and considers three types of projects, shown in Table 3 .
A t-Test done on Sultan's data is shown in not produced significantly different results from Parametric Models. With such a high p value, one would tend to consider them equal. This is a clear example of a situation where ANN performance is equal to parametric model performance, but offers an advantage, though small.
Sensitivity of End Point Errors to Data Patterns -A Hypothesis Test
A limitation of ANN SRGM arises out of its difficulty to cope up with changes in data patterns. Its ability to forecast depends on smoothness of training data. Typically the data is the cumulative defects found during testing and its pattern can vary from project to project, depending on the quality of testing and management of testing process. There could be sudden jumps and micro plateaus; the inflexion point could change if proportion of early discovery changes. The finishing line flatness could also change depending on test case effectiveness. ANN SRGM trained with such turbulent patterns may show larger errors during testing. Also, it has been shown that the number of hidden nodes required for optimum errors vary if the data set changes [5] . As a result software reliability data sets and the actual patterns of data seem to have an influence on ANN SRGM prediction errors (end point errors). Sultan's [4] results, shown in Table 3 , exhibits dramatic variation of SSE when data set changes. SSE could vary from a value as low as 1.25 in one project dataset to a value as high as 160.39 in another project dataset. The change is so dramatic and obvious that without using a sophisticated hypothesis testing one can arrive at the judgment. The problem exists even with parametric models. Basically ANN SRGM has not solved a fundamental problem: reliability models fail to show consistent performance across datasets. If data patterns could dictate errors so much, it is not good news for those who wish switch over to ANN SRGM's, because they do not see any advantage in doing so, from the point of view of data-pattern sensitive performance.
A different situation emerges if we examine Karunanidhi's data shown in Table 1 . To test this hypothesis that data sets control errors, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) has been done on ANN SRGM AE % for three different data sets. ANOVA results are shown in Table 5 . The p value is 0.306, indicating that data sets do not have significant influence on errors. This means that ANN SRGMs have overcome the problem of data-pattern sensitivity.
Inter-comparison of Prediction Errors of ANN SRGM'S Normalized Data. Prediction errors in six experiments with ANN Software Reliability
Growth Models performed from 1992 till 2013 by various researchers have been compiled and shown in Table 6 . The error metric selected for this inter-comparison is AE % Table 6 is normalized data and permits inter-comparison.
Non-Normalized Data. Non-normalized data (scale dependent) from nine experiments is compiled in Table 7 . This data does not allow inter-comparison across different experiments performed by different authors. This data is provided just for reference. The metrics used in this data are MSE, RMSE and SSE. Metrics such as NRMSE would permit inter-comparison; however, unfortunately, it is available for only one experiment from a single paper. Inter-comparison of ANN SRGM with normalized data It is rather difficult to perform a hypothesis test to find which ANN is better, because of multiplicity of data origin and inequality of sample size. Moreover, data sets used in the six groups of data are different, introducing an element of uncertainty. Instead of the classical hypothesis test a box plot comparison, the next robust alternative, has been performed. Figure 1 shows the inter-comparison results in the form of box plots of data given in Table 6 . As usual the box plot comprises of median, quartiles and whiskers and, in our cases, we have included the mean values for reference and connected the mean values by a thin line.
If we compare the medians of the box plots, the ensemble PNNE has the lowest error. If we compare the first quartiles (lower edges of boxes) then MLP shows lowest error. Clearly Elman network shows the highest error. PSO shows larger errors than PNNE and PSNN.
MLP performance requires a special analysis. The dispersion of MLP data is high. One must remember that MLP sample size is also high and data has arrived from heterogeneous sources. The mean value of MLP errors is high because of skew in the data and influence of extreme values. The median shows a fair picture. When data is skewed, mean is not a reliable indicator of central tendency. It is the quartile of the box that makes us think that MLP does show possibility of better performance. To validate this theory we can look at the raw data in Table 6 where we find Yogesh's results [8] with MLP are impressive and are responsible for the lower quartile of the box.
While one has to take the box plot results with a grain of salt because of inherent uncertainties, it is evident that without using recursion and special optimization, geed results can be obtained with simple plain MLP. This evidence motivates one to pursue MLP as an attractive candidate for ANN SRGM. There is no compelling evidence in favor of pursuit of sophistication in ANN topologies.
Conclusion
It is seen that several researchers have attempted various realizations of ANN SRGMs in the past 22 years. Each experiment is a discovery an ANN SRGM topology that works better than selected statistical models. Variability of ANN performance with data sets is a concern. Inadequate attention to characteristics of trained networks leaves ANN less trustworthy in the critical eyes of ANN users. It is noted that input data preparation and structuring extend ANN performance to greater levels. Further refinement is obtained by the choice of judicious activation functions that resemble the empirical data patterns This survey finds ANN SRGM is better than statistical models for reliability prediction. However, the statistical significance of results is still low, with a p value of 0.61, leaving a wide scope for further research and improvement in ANN SRGM. The errors are comparable and in some cases better than errors achieved in other domains.
